FRIZZLED (Fz) proteins constitute a family of predicted sevenpass transmembrane receptors phylogenetically related to the G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) superfamily and conserved throughout the animal kingdom ([@bib9]; [@bib24]; [@bib65]). A characteristic feature is the amino-terminal extracellular domain containing a cysteine-rich domain (CRD) that mediates binding to ligands of the Wnt family ([@bib11]; [@bib64]). Whether Fz receptors act as *bona fide* GPCRs is controversial, although evidence that Fz proteins can act directly as ligand-dependent guanine nucleotide exchange factors for G-proteins, in the normal manner of GPCRs, has recently been presented (reviewed in [@bib32]; [@bib36]). Nevertheless, it remains unclear whether such an activity is obligatory for all or any of Fz receptor signaling functions.

Activation of Fz receptors leads to a variety of downstream responses, of which the best characterized is the so-called "canonical" signaling pathway that leads to stabilization and nuclear translocation of β-catenin and activation of transcription, in addition to a range of less-well-understood β-catenin-independent "noncanonical" outputs that include the so-called "Wnt/Ca^2+^" and planar cell polarity (PCP) pathways (reviewed in [@bib5]; [@bib61]). Of particular interest is the role of the multidomain cytoplasmic proteins of the Dishevelled (Dsh in flies and frogs, Dvl in other vertebrates) family, which appear to mediate most---if not all---downstream responses to Fz receptors, by interacting with a variety of downstream effectors (reviewed in [@bib67]; [@bib63]).

The fruit fly *Drosophila melanogaster* has been an important *in vivo* model for dissection of Fz function. The fruit fly genome encodes four Fz proteins, of which only two, Fz itself (also known as Fz1) and Fz2 are known to couple to downstream signaling pathways. Mutations in the *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* gene result in viable adults that exhibit so-called "planar polarity" defects in the orientation in the plane of the tissue of cuticle structures such as hairs and bristles, and non-cell-autonomous effects are observed when loss of gene activity is studied in genetic mosaics ([@bib26]; [@bib62]). Notably, a small class of *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* alleles show only a cell-autonomous defect in cuticle polarity and do not show the nonautonomous effects, leading to the conclusion that *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* has two activities that can be separated by mutation, functioning both in the transmission and in the reception/interpretation of planar polarity signals ([@bib1]; [@bib62]).

In addition to this role in planar polarity, Fz also acts redundantly with Fz2 to mediate canonical β-catenin-dependent signaling in response to binding of the Wnt ligand Wingless (Wg) ([@bib13]; [@bib30]; [@bib12]; [@bib16]; [@bib39]), and acting together with the co-receptor Arrow (Arr) a homolog of vertebrate LRP5/6 ([@bib66]). Unlike Fz, Fz2 shows no activity in planar polarity specification; however, it has been implicated in other poorly understood signaling events ([@bib20]; [@bib37]; [@bib38]).

The fruit fly genome encodes a single Dsh protein, which is absolutely required for both planar polarity and β-catenin-dependent signaling downstream of Fz and Fz2 ([@bib31]; [@bib50]; [@bib33]). Different domains of Dsh have been implicated in coupling to the two different downstream pathways: the Dishevelled, Egl-10, Pleckstrin (DEP) domain and to a lesser extent the PSD95, Dlg1, ZO-1 (PDZ) domain are required for planar polarity activity, whereas different regions of the DEP domain and the PDZ and DIX domains are needed for β-catenin-dependent signaling ([@bib8]; [@bib14]; [@bib42]).

Given the importance of Fz receptors, there is great interest in understanding their mechanism of function and, in particular, the structural requirements necessary to mediate Dsh recruitment and the different downstream responses. This has led to numerous studies in both *Drosophila* and other organisms, which are summarized below.

The amino-terminal extracellular domain of Fz receptors, including the 120 amino acid CRD that mediates binding to Wnt ligands, is generally assumed to be important for signaling activity, although the precise roles are controversial. For canonical function, the extracellular domains of *Drosophila* Fz and Fz2 are interchangeable, although that of Fz2 confers a greater ability to activate signaling, most likely due to a stronger affinity for Wnt ligands ([@bib47]; [@bib52]). However, the CRD itself is at least partly dispensable for canonical activity ([@bib17]; [@bib43]; [@bib70]), leading to the suggestion that Wnt binding to the CRD does not itself stimulate Fz receptor activity but instead serves to locally increase the concentration of Wnt.

Wnt ligand binding does not seem to be necessary for planar polarity activity in *Drosophila* ([@bib35]; [@bib18]), and as no point mutations in the CRD have been isolated by random mutagenesis, it has been suggested that the CRD may not be required for planar polarity activity ([@bib47]; [@bib44]). However, point mutations elsewhere in the extracellular domain, or deletion of the entire CRD, do affect planar polarity activity ([@bib29]; [@bib15]; [@bib17]; [@bib71]; [@bib44]; [@bib70]), and it has been proposed that it may directly mediate intercellular communication by interacting with the partner protein Strabismus in neighboring cells ([@bib55]; [@bib70]), although others have disputed this ([@bib18]).

Numerous lines of evidence indicate the importance of the seven transmembrane domains (hereafter TM1--7) and the associated three extracellular loops (ECL1--3) and intracellular loops (ICL1--3), collectively referred to as the 7TM region. Within the 7TM region, the extracellular loops appear to be least important, as in random mutagenesis experiments in *Drosophila*, only two point mutations have been isolated in these regions that only weakly affect receptor activity ([@bib44]), and *in vitro* mutagenesis of ECL1 and ECL3 in a vertebrate Fz receptor also does not significantly affect canonical activity ([@bib21]). A small number of mutations in the TM domains that affect *Drosophila* Fz function have been isolated. Interestingly, none of these lie in TM1--3. Mutations in TM4--7 affect both canonical and planar polarity function, and almost all show reduced protein levels, possibly indicative of deficits in protein maturation or stability ([@bib2]; [@bib29]; [@bib44]).

The intracellular loops and intracellular C-terminal tail are the most intensively studied regions of Fz receptors, due to their possible roles in interacting with intracellular effectors of signaling. Systematic substitution of pairs of amino acids in ICL1--3 to alanines in a vertebrate Fz receptor has revealed that all three are required for canonical signaling ([@bib21]). Similarly, studies of *Drosophila* Fz have also identified amino acid changes in ICL1--3 that affect both planar polarity and canonical signaling activity ([@bib29]; [@bib44]; [@bib72]).

The most critical region in the C-terminal tail appears to be the "KTxxxW" motif lying just downstream of the end of TM7 (*Drosophila* Fz residues 557--561). Mutation of the lysine, threonine, and tryptophan residues results in loss of canonical activity in vertebrate receptors ([@bib59]; [@bib21]) and loss of canonical and planar polarity activity in *Drosophila* receptors ([@bib72]). Also close to the end of TM7 and interleaved with the KTxxxW motif are two serine residues that have been identified as potential protein kinase C (PKC) phosphorylation sites, and such phosphorylations have been proposed to regulate Fz activity ([@bib23]). Conversely, there seems to be little essential function for residues downstream of the KTxxxW. Although this region has been implicated in the correct subcellular localization and canonical activity of *Drosophila* Fz2 ([@bib71]; [@bib72]), truncation of a *Xenopus* receptor does not alter canonical function, albeit in an overexpression assay ([@bib59]). The only conserved structural motif identified beyond the KTxxxW motif in Fz receptors is a predicted C-terminal PDZ-binding motif, and several studies in different organisms have found no role for this ([@bib48]; [@bib28]; [@bib59]; [@bib53]; [@bib68]; [@bib72]), although another study has suggested a function in downregulating *Drosophila* Fz planar polarity activity ([@bib23]).

A major role of the intracellular loops and intracellular C-terminal tail is in mediating interactions with Dsh. In vertebrate receptors, mutations in ICL1, ICL3 and the KTxxxW motif have been shown to block Dsh binding ([@bib59]; [@bib68]; [@bib21]; [@bib58]). Weak interactions occur between the PDZ domain of Dsh proteins and the KTxxxW region ([@bib68]; [@bib58]), but multiple lines of evidence suggest that the main interactions are mediated by the Dsh DEP domain ([@bib8]; [@bib45]; [@bib7]; [@bib49]), most likely binding cooperatively to both the intracellular loops and the C-terminal tail ([@bib58]).

As the same regions of Fz receptors mediate Dsh recruitment and signaling via both canonical and planar polarity pathways, the simplest model is that this recruitment is essential for activity in both cases. Nevertheless, it has also been proposed that membrane recruitment of Dsh may in fact be required only for planar polarity, as DEP domain lesions that block recruitment show a deficit in planar polarity but not canonical signaling, and the ability of vertebrate Fz homologs to recruit Dsh proteins does not necessarily equate with activation of canonical signaling ([@bib8]; [@bib14]; [@bib45]; [@bib7]; [@bib51]). Conversely, other studies suggest a correlation between the ability of Dsh proteins to bind Fz receptors, possibly via the PDZ rather than the DEP domain, and the ability to mediate canonical signaling ([@bib59]; [@bib68]; [@bib21]; [@bib72]; [@bib58]).

With regard to the requirement of Fz receptors to interact with Dsh in planar polarity signaling, an intriguing observation is that mutation of proline-278 in ICL1 of *Drosophila* Fz gives rise to a protein expressed at normal levels but cannot recruit Dsh to cell membranes ([@bib29]; [@bib7]; [@bib4]) and that this leads specifically to a disruption of the cell-autonomous planar polarity activity of *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* but does not disrupt cell--cell transmission of polarity information. Similarly, a mutation in the KTxxxW motif of *Drosophila* Fz that blocks Dsh binding also results in a protein that is deficient only in cell-autonomous planar polarity activity ([@bib72]; [@bib70]). Taken together these results suggest that it may be a general property of Fz receptors that they need to bind to Dsh to mediate cell-autonomous planar polarity activity, but not to pass polarity information to neighboring cells ([@bib4]).

Based on the described studies, two groups have proposed similar models for Fz receptor function, which suggest that there is a common mechanism underlying activation of canonical signaling and planar polarity specification. This is based on the twin observations of a correlation between the strength of deficit in canonical signaling or planar polarity activity for individual *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* mutant alleles ([@bib44]) and that a failure to recruit Dsh to membranes equates with failure to signal in both pathways, suggesting that common Fz--Dsh interactions underlie both activities ([@bib72]).

Although these models are plausible, they are based on the analysis of relatively small numbers of mutations ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). It remains a major question whether the primary role of the intracellular loops and the C-terminal intracellular domain is to recruit Dsh and whether a failure to do so always similarly compromises both canonical and planar polarity activities. Similarly, there is still only sparse evidence for the suggestion that receptors that localize to the membrane but fail to recruit Dsh always show a deficit in only cell-autonomous planar polarity function. Other outstanding issues that might be answered by analysis of a larger number of mutations include the roles of the extracellular domain and CRD, the extracellular loops, and the C-terminal tail after the KTxxxW motif.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Fly strains and transgenes {#s2}
--------------------------

Fly strains are described in FlyBase, except for transgenes generated for this study. *P{w^+^*, *Act5C-fz}* flies were generated by cloning the wild-type *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* coding sequence into the vector pP{w+, Act5C-FRT-PolyA-FRT} ([@bib53]), generating transgenic flies, and excising the *FRT-PolyA-FRT* cassette *in vivo*. Other *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* transgenes were generated by *in vitro* mutagenesis of the *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* coding sequence fused to EGFP or EYFP (Clontech) and cloning into pP{w+, Act5C-FRT-PolyA-FRT}. *[fz2](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0016797.html)* transgenes were generated by adding the coding sequence for three Myc epitope tags just upstream of the mature peptide, preceded by the signal peptide sequence from the rat CD2 protein. *In vitro* mutagenesis was used to introduce any desired changes, before cloning into a transformation vector under control of the *[armadillo](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0000117.html)* promoter as previously described ([@bib53]).

For use in the mutagenesis screen, a *P{w^+^*, *Act5C-fz}* transgene insertion on the second chromosome was selected that, when crossed into a *fz^P21^* background, showed no phenotype in the adult leg, notum, or eye down a dissecting microscope. Inspection of adult wings on the compound microscope showed that this transgene rescues through much of the wing, but does show weak swirls toward the distal tip, possibly due to overexpression of *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)*. This transgene also fully rescues the wing margin phenotype of *fz^P21^ fz2^C1^* clones. Levels of expression in the pupal wing were verified by Western blotting using rabbit anti-Fz ([@bib10]) and mouse monoclonal anti-actin AC-40 (Sigma) as loading control.

Mutagenesis to identify loss-of-function mutations in a fz transgene {#s3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Males of genotype *[w^1118^](http://flybase.org/reports/FBal0018186.html)*; *P{w^+^*, *Act5C-fz}*; *fz^P21^* were mutagenized with either 35 mM ethyl methanesulphonate (EMS) or 4 mM *N*-ethyl-*N*-nitrosourea (ENU) as described ([@bib25]) and mated to females of genotype *[w^1118^](http://flybase.org/reports/FBal0018186.html)*; *fz^P21^/TM3*, *P{w+*; *hs-hid}*, *[Sb](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0003319.html)*. Males were remated to fresh females every day, before being discarded on the fourth day. Progeny were heat-shocked during larval stages for 2 hr at 38° to kill *TM3*, *P{w+*; *hs-hid}*, *[Sb](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0003319.html)* bearing progeny. Remaining progeny of genotype *[w^1118^](http://flybase.org/reports/FBal0018186.html)*; *P{w^+^*, *Act5C-fz}/+*; *fz^P21^* were scored for visible planar polarity phenotypes under a dissecting microscope once they emerged as adults. Flies showing a planar polarity phenotype were recrossed to flies of genotype *[w^1118^](http://flybase.org/reports/FBal0018186.html)*; *fz^P21^* to select for mutations that could be recovered in the germline.

Analysis of mutations isolated {#s4}
------------------------------

To identify changes in the coding region of mutagenized transgenes, genomic DNA was isolated from 20 adult flies and the *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* coding region isolated by PCR using primers specific for flanking regions in the transgene, before sequencing using internal primers.

Adult tarsal phenotypes were assessed in males of genotype *[w^1118^](http://flybase.org/reports/FBal0018186.html)*; *P{w^+^*, *Act5C-fz}/+*; *fz^P21^* raised at 25°. Rescue of canonical signaling activity in the adult wing margin was assessed in flies of genotype *[y](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0004034.html)*; *P{w^+^*, *Act5C-fz\*}/vg^Q1206^-GAL4*, *UAS-flp*; *fz^P21^ fz2^C1^ ri FRT2A/hsCD2*, *y^+^ ri FRT2A*, which harbor clones of *fz^P21^ fz2^C1^* homozygous mutant cells that can be identified in the wing margin by lack of expression of *[yellow](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0004034.html)*, if the clones survive to adulthood by virtue of being rescued by the presence of the *P{w^+^*, *Act5C-fz\*}* transgene. Pupal wing planar polarity phenotypes were assessed in flies of genotype *y w Ubx-FLP/+*; *P{w^+^*, *Act5C-fz\*}/+*; *fz^P21^ FRT80B*; *arm-lacZ FRT80B*. Activities of *in vitro* mutagenized transgenes were analyzed in the same way, using transgene insertions on the second chromosome. Similarly, activities of existing mutations in the *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* locus were analyzed using the same genotypes, except the *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* allele was substituted for *fz^P21^* and no *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* transgene was present. Mosaic patches of expression from transgenes expressing GFP-tagged proteins were generated by crossing the transgene-bearing flies to *Ubx-FLP* (to excise any *FRT-PolyA-FRT* cassette that might be present) and the Δ*2--3* transposase source (to mobilize the transgene, thus causing mosaic expression).

To assess numbers of extra tarsal joints, adult male first legs from at least 10 flies were examined under the compound microscope and the number of joints between tarsal segments counted (with partial joints that extended at least halfway into the segment being counted as 1). In [Tables 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} and [3](#t3){ref-type="table"}, the number of extra tarsal joints is expressed as the average plus or minus the standard deviation. To assess the strength of canonical signaling the defect in the anterior wing margin was examined under the compound microscope. At least six wings were examined for each genotype and the proportions of the wing margin containing *[yellow](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0004034.html)* mutant bristles and "notches" with no bristles present were measured. The proportions of the wing margin showing either notching or rescued patches of *[yellow](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0004034.html)* bristles varied widely both within and between genotypes, probably due to stochastic variation in rate and time of clone induction. For rescue using *P{w^+^*, *Act5C-fz}* transgenes, genotypes that showed on average \>10% notching of the anterior wing margin were scored as "strong," and those with no notches and ∼20% or more occupied by *[yellow](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0004034.html)* mutant bristles (representing rescued *fz fz2* tissue) were scored as "rescued," with those with smaller notched regions and/or less rescued tissue scored as "intermediate" (see [Supporting Information](http://www.genetics.org/cgi/data/genetics.112.144592/DC1/1), [Table S1](http://www.genetics.org/cgi/data/genetics.112.144592/DC1/5)). For rescue using *P{w^+^*, *ArmP-Myc-fz2}* transgenes (which express relatively weakly, such that a wild-type coding region rescues notching, but gives only ∼10% of the anterior wing margin containing *[yellow](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0004034.html)* mutant bristles), \>10% notching was scored as strong and 0--10% notching as "moderate."

###### Properties of amino acid changes in *Drosophila* Fz

  Allele        Amino acid change   Region of protein   Origin      Planar polarity phenotype                                                       Planar polarity nonautonomy                  Canonical phenotype                                 Protein levels                                                                         Extra tarsal joints[*^a^*](#t1n1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Canonical phenotype (wing margin)[*^a^*](#t1n1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Comments
  ------------- ------------------- ------------------- ----------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------
  *fz^P21^*     I70del              CRD                 EMS         Strong[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                       Yes[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                           None[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                2.9 ± 0.6                                                Strong                                                                 *fz^21^* (FlyBase)
  *fz^HE11^*    C229Y               Extra               EMS         Strong[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                       Yes[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}       Weak[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}             Normal[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                              2.1 ± 0.6                                                                                                                       
                                                                    Weak[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  *fz^I12^*     P278L               ICL1                EMS         Strong[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                       No[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}        Moderate[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}         Normal[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}^,^ [*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}       2.0 ± 0.2                                                Intermediate                                                           *fz^16^*, *fz^19^* (FlyBase)
  *fz^J22^*                                                         Moderate[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  *fz^F31^*     P278S               ICL1                EMS         Moderate[*^d^*](#t1n4){ref-type="table-fn"}                                     No[*^e^*](#t1n5){ref-type="table-fn"}        Weak[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}             Normal[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                              1.6 ± 0.5                                                No                                                                     *fz^13^*, *fz^20^* (FlyBase)
  *fz^N21^*                                                         Weak[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  *fz^R53^*     A374G               ICL2                EMS         Weak[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}^,^[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}   Partial[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}   Weak[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}             Normal[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}^,^[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                        *fz^24^* (FlyBase)
  *fz^TT^*      H383Y               TM4                 ENU         Weak[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                      Weak[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}             Normal[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                              
  *fz^SY^*      G405D               ECL2                ENU         Weak[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                      Weak[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  *fz^ED^*      C412R               ECL2                ENU         Weak[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                      Weak[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}             Normal[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                              
  *fz^GL31^*    P429L               TM5                 EMS         Strong[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                       Yes[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}       Strong[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}           Lower[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}^,^[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                         
                V454F               ICL3                EMS         Moderate[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  *fz^HB41^*    V454F               ICL3                EMS         Strong[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                       Yes[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                           Lower[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                               
  *fz^HB52^*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
  *fz^R54^*     M469R               ICL3                EMS         Strong[*^d^*](#t1n4){ref-type="table-fn"}                                       Yes[*^e^*](#t1n5){ref-type="table-fn"}       Moderate[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}         Lower[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                               2.8 ± 0.4                                                Strong                                                                 *fz^25^* (FlyBase)
                W500R               ECL3                            Moderate[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  *fzM469R*     M469R               ICL3                Transgene   Strong[*^f^*](#t1n6){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                    Strong[*^f^*](#t1n6){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  *αTub84B* promoter
  *fz^KW^*      I472K               TM6                 ENU         Moderate[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                  Moderate[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}         Lower[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                               2.3 ± 0.5                                                                                                                       
  *fz^HD21^*    G485R               TM6                 EMS         Moderate[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                     Yes[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}       Moderate[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"} (25°)   Lower[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}^,^[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"} (25°)                                                                                                                                   Temperature sensitive
                                                                    Weak[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"} (25°)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  *fz^H51^*     W500X               ECL3                EMS         Strong[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                       Yes[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                           Normal (smaller)[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                    3.9 ± 0.3                                                Strong                                                                 *fz^15^* (FlyBase)
  *fz^HC52^*    G545R               TM7                 EMS         Strong[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                       Yes[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                           Lower[*^b^*](#t1n2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                               
  *fz^MP^*      G545E               TM7                 ENU         Moderate[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                  Moderate[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}         Lower[*^c^*](#t1n3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                               
  *fzΔSKT*      Δ S555 --T557       C-term              Transgene   Strong[*^f^*](#t1n6){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                    Strong[*^f^*](#t1n6){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  *αTub84B* promoter
  *fzΔSWRNF*    Δ S560 --F564       C-term              Transgene   Strong[*^f^*](#t1n6){ref-type="table-fn"}                                       No[*^g^*](#t1n7){ref-type="table-fn"}        Strong[*^f^*](#t1n6){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  *αTub84B* promoter
  *fz565Stop*   V565X               C-term              Transgene   None[*^f^*](#t1n6){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                      Weak[*^f^*](#t1n6){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    *αTub84B* promoter
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To verify that the tarsal joint phenotype of *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* mutations correlates with the strength of the ommatidial polarity defect, eyes from three mutations isolated in the screen that gave different strength tarsal phenotypes were sectioned. *7A3* gives a weak tarsal phenotype (1.0 extra joints) and showed a weak ommatidial polarity defect (9% misoriented), *14B2* gives an intermediate tarsal phenotype (2.2 extra joints) and an intermediate ommatidial polarity defect (28% misoriented) and *24C1* gives a strong tarsal phenotype (3.4 extra joints) and a strong ommatidial polarity defect (35% misoriented).

Pupal wings were dissected, immunolabeled, and imaged as previously described ([@bib53]). Phalloidin conjugated to Alexa-568 (Molecular Probes) was used to label F-actin. Primary antibodies used were mouse monoclonal anti-ßgal (Promega), rabbit anti-ßgal (Cappel), rabbit anti-GFP (Abcam), mouse monoclonal anti-Arm \[Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (DSHB)\], mouse monoclonal anti-Fmi\#74 (DSHB) ([@bib60]), rabbit anti-Fz ([@bib10]), and rat anti-Dsh ([@bib56]). Adult wings and legs were mounted in Gary's Magic Mountant (GMM).

Modeling of Fz receptor structure {#s5}
---------------------------------

No experimental structure of Fz is yet known, although those of other distantly related GPCRs including rhodopsin ([@bib41]) and β2-adrenergic receptor ([@bib19]) are available. Therefore, to investigate the possible structural consequences of the missense mutations isolated, the sequence of Fz was submitted to the iterative threading assembly refinement (I-TASSER) WebServer ([@bib73]; [@bib46]), which used multiple threading alignments and structure assembly simulations to produce a homology-based model of the protein. The figures based on the model were made using Pymol (<http://www.pymol.org>). The resulting model conforms to the expected 7TM pattern, with seven transmembrane helices, three intracellular loops, and a cytoplasmic C-terminal region. Note that in [Tables 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}, [2](#t2){ref-type="table"}, and [3](#t3){ref-type="table"}, the positions of residues to transmembrane regions or loops are based on predictions of protein topology generated using TMHMM ([@bib34]) and that these predictions do not precisely agree with the predictions from the homology model (*e.g.*, TMHMM places M469 in ICL3 rather than within a transmembrane helix). The degree of conservation at each position as shown in [Figure 6D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} was calculated from the SIFT data ([@bib40]). The SIFT algorithm assigns each possible substitution at a particular residue a "normalized" value such that if the substitution is completely tolerated the value is 1.0 and if not tolerated at all the value is 0. The sum of the 20 probabilities for each possible residue substitution was calculated, and the reciprocal of this sum was used as a measure of conservation.

###### Summary of nucleotide and amino acid changes induced in the *Act5C-fz* transgene

  Allele[*^a^*](#t2n1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Nucleotide change    Mutagen   Amino acid change                                Region            SIFT score[*^b^*](#t2n2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------------------------------------------- -------------------- --------- ------------------------------------------------ ----------------- -----------------------------------------------
  *22E1*                                      G5A                  EMS       W2X                                              Extra             
  *6H4*                                       C40T                 EMS       Q14X                                             Extra             
  ***68G2***                                  **G158T**            **ENU**   **C53F**                                         **Extra (CRD)**   **0.00**
  ***70A2.1***                                **G158A**            **ENU**   **C53Y**                                         **Extra (CRD)**   **0.00**
  ***26C1***                                  **G320A**            **EMS**   **C107Y**                                        **Extra (CRD)**   **0.00**
  ***25A3***                                  **C335T**            **EMS**   **P112L**                                        **Extra (CRD)**   **0.00**
  *3A2*                                       C355T                EMS       R119X                                            Extra (CRD)       
  *19B2*                                      ΔT413--G708          EMS       M138--172X[*^c^*](#t2n3){ref-type="table-fn"}    Extra (CRD)       
  *49D2*                                      C739T                ENU       R247X                                            TM1               
  *19A3*                                      G746A                EMS       W249X                                            TM1               
  *37F3*                                      G746A                EMS       W249X                                            TM1               
  ***27C2***                                  **G821A**            **EMS**   **R274H**                                        **ICL1**          **0.00**
  ***39B2***                                  **G821A**            **ENU**   **R274H**                                        **ICL1**          **0.00**
  ***73A2***                                  **C820T**            **ENU**   **R274C**                                        **ICL1**          **0.00**
  ***17A1***                                  **C833T**            **EMS**   **P278L**                                        **ICL1**          **0.00**
  ***30E2***                                  **C833T**            **EMS**   **P278L**                                        **ICL1**          **0.00**
  ***18B3***                                  **C832T**            **EMS**   **P278S**                                        **ICL1**          **0.03**
  ***79F3***                                  **C832T**            **ENU**   **P278S**                                        **ICL1**          **0.03**
  ***8A4***                                   **G835A**            **EMS**   **E279K**                                        **ICL1**          **0.01**
  *68B1*                                      T869A                ENU       L290X                                            TM2               
  *20F4*                                      C985A                EMS       Q329X                                            ECL1              
  *9C2*                                       C994T                EMS       R332X                                            ECL1              
  *12F1*                                      G1061A               EMS       W354X                                            TM3               
  *16A3*                                      T1091A               EMS       L364X                                            TM3               
  *15D4*                                      G1110A               EMS       W370X                                            ICL2              
  *53D3*                                      G1110A               ENU       W370X                                            ICL2              
  ***4C3***                                   **G1117A**           **EMS**   **E373K**                                        **ICL2**          **0.00**
  ***11A2***                                  **G1117A**           **EMS**   **E373K**                                        **ICL2**          **0.00**
  ***37E2***                                  **C1147T**           **EMS**   **H383Y**                                        **TM4**           **0.00**
  ***72A4***                                  **A1148T**           **ENU**   **H383L**                                        **TM4**           **0.00**
  *24C1*                                      G1161A               EMS       W387X                                            TM4               
  *34A3*                                      G1160A               EMS       W387X                                            TM4               
  *63E1*                                      G1159A               ENU       W387X                                            TM4               
  ***26C2***                                  **C1169T**           **EMS**   **P390L**                                        **TM4**           **0.00**
  ***30A3***                                  **C1169T**           **ENU**   **P390L**                                        **TM4**           **0.00**
  ***8F2***                                   **G1330A**           **EMS**   **G444R**                                        **TM5**           **0.00**
  ***70B2***                                  **A1351T**           **ENU**   **I451F**                                        **ICL3**          **0.00**
  *5E2*                                       ΔG1382--T1394        EMS       T462S--464X[*^c^*](#t2n3){ref-type="table-fn"}   ICL3              
  ***50E1***                                  **T1406A**           **ENU**   **M469K**                                        **ICL3**          **0.00**
  ***7A3***                                   **T1406C, G1430C**   **EMS**   **M469T, G477A**                                 **ICL3, TM6**     **0.00, 0.01**
  *29D2*                                      C1411T               EMS       R471X                                            TM6               
  ***39D1***                                  **T1415A**           **EMS**   **I472K**                                        **TM6**           **0.05**
  *6D2*                                       ΔT1421--C1425        EMS       F475W--496X[*^c^*](#t2n3){ref-type="table-fn"}   TM6               
  *63D2*                                      T1457A               ENU       L486X                                            TM6               
  *8D4*                                       G1500A               EMS       W500X                                            ECL3              
  *53B4*                                      G1500A               ENU       W500X                                            ECL3              
  *78A1*                                      G1500A               ENU       W500X                                            ECL3              
  ***76B1***                                  **G1633C**           **ENU**   **G545R**                                        **TM7**           **0.00**
  *19D3*                                      T1659A               EMS       Y553X                                            Intra             
  ***14D3***                                  **C1661T**           **EMS**   **S554F**                                        **Intra**         **0.00**
  ***25B2***                                  **C1661T**           **EMS**   **S554F**                                        **Intra**         **0.00**
  *6E3*                                       G1682A               EMS       W561X                                            Intra             
  *14B2*                                      G1683A               EMS       W561X                                            Intra             
  *47B3*                                      G1683A               ENU       W561X                                            Intra             
  ***70A2.3***                                **T1681C**           **ENU**   **W561R**                                        **Intra**         **0.00**

Missense mutations indicated in boldface type.

SIFT score is shown for missense mutations and represents the normalized probability of the amino acid substitution occurring in a homologous protein ([@bib40]). Substitutions with probabilities of ≤0.05 are predicted to be deleterious.

Deletions that cause frameshifts. In *6D2*, amino acids from codon 475 onward are replaced with WTVHSARRGITGLLVLRVLQLX. In *5E2*, amino acids from codon 462 onward are replaced with SDX. In *19B2*, amino acids from codon 138 are replaced with ILPGERLDCSSILGWILGSGLCCQLLVYGAHLLDX.

###### Summary of properties of *fz* mutations examined in this study

  Allele                                                                         Amino acid change   Region of protein   Planar polarity phenotype (extra tarsal joints)   Canonical phenotype (wing margin)   Frizzled localization   Dishevelled localization   Flamingo localization   Planar polarity nonautonomy
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------- ------------------- ------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------- -------------------------- ----------------------- -----------------------------
  Alleles isolated by mutagenesis of *Act5C-fz* transgene on second chromosome                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  *68G2*                                                                         C53F                CRD                 2.7 ± 0.5                                         Intermediate                        Lost/Cytoplasmic        Lost                       Reduced                 Strong
  *70A2.1*                                                                       C53Y                CRD                 3.5 ± 0.5                                         Strong                              Lost/Cytoplasmic        Lost                       Reduced                 Strong
  *26C1*                                                                         C107Y               CRD                 2.9 ± 0.3                                         Strong                              Lost/Cytoplasmic        Lost                       Reduced                 Strong
  *25A3*                                                                         P112L               CRD                 2.3 ± 0.8                                         Intermediate                        Lost/Cytoplasmic        Lost                       Reduced                 Strong
  *73A2*                                                                         R274C               ICL1                1.6 ± 0.5                                         Rescued                             At junctions            Lost                       At junctions            None
  *27C2*                                                                         R274H               ICL1                0.8 ± 0.4                                         Rescued                             At junctions            Lost                       At junctions            None
  *39B2*                                                                                                                 1.1 ± 0.3                                         Rescued                             At junctions            Lost                       At junctions            None
  *17A1*                                                                         P278L               ICL1                1.8 ± 0.4                                         Intermediate                        At junctions            Lost                       At junctions            None
  *30E2*                                                                                                                 2.3 ± 0.8                                         Intermediate                        At junctions            Lost                       At junctions            None
  *18B3*                                                                         P278S               ICL1                1.0 ± 0.0                                         Rescued                             At junctions            Reduced                    At junctions            None
  *79F3*                                                                                                                 1.0 ± 0.0                                         Rescued                             At junctions            Reduced                    At junctions            None
  *8A4*                                                                          E279K               ICL1                3.3 ± 0.8                                         Rescued                             At junctions            Lost                       At junctions            None
  *4C3*                                                                          E373K               ICL2                1.0 ± 0.0                                         Rescued                             At junctions            Reduced                    At junctions            None
  *11A2*                                                                                                                 0.9 ± 0.3                                         Rescued                             At junctions            Reduced                    At junctions            None
  *72A4*                                                                         H383L               TM4                 1.3 ± 0.5                                         Rescued                             At junctions            Reduced                    At junctions            None
  *37E2*                                                                         H383Y               TM4                 1.7 ± 0.5                                         Rescued                             At junctions            Lost                       At junctions            None
  *26C2*                                                                         P390L               TM4                 2.4 ± 0.5                                         Intermediate                        Reduced/Cytopl.         Lost                       Reduced                 Moderate
  *30A3*                                                                                                                 2.3 ± 0.5                                         Intermediate                        Reduced/Cytopl.         Lost                       Reduced                 Moderate
  *8F2*                                                                          G444R               TM5                 1.9 ± 0.6                                         Strong                              At junctions            Lost                       At junctions            None
  *70B4*                                                                         I451F               ICL3                2.1 ± 0.6                                         Rescued                             At junctions            Lost                       At junctions            None
  *50E1*                                                                         M469K               ICL3                2.3 ± 0.5                                         Strong                              At junctions            Lost                       At junctions            None
  *7A3*                                                                          M469T               ICL3                1.0 ± 0.0                                         Rescued                             At junctions            Lost                       At junctions            Mild
                                                                                 G477A               TM6                                                                                                                                                                                  
  *39D1*                                                                         I472K               TM6                 1.8 ± 0.8                                         Rescued                             At junctions            Lost                       At junctions            None
  *76B1*                                                                         G545R               TM7                 2.6 ± 0.9                                         Strong                              Lost/Cytoplasmic        Lost                       Reduced                 Strong
  *19D3*                                                                         Y553X               C-term              2.3 ± 0.8                                         Intermediate                        Reduced/Cytopl.         Lost                       Reduced                 Moderate
  *25B2*                                                                         S554F               C-term              2.3 ± 0.7                                         Strong                              At junctions            Lost                       At junctions            None
  *6E3*                                                                          W561X               C-term              2.4 ± 0.5                                         Rescued                             At junctions            Lost                       At junctions            None
  *14B2*                                                                                                                 2.2 ± 0.4                                         Rescued                             At junctions            Lost                       At junctions            None
  *47B3*                                                                                                                 2.9 ± 0.4                                         Intermediate                        Lost                    Lost                       Reduced                 Strong
  *70A2.3*                                                                       W561R               C-term              2.1 ± 0.3                                         Rescued                             At junctions            Lost                       At junctions            None
  Existing *fz* alleles                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  *fz^P21^*                                                                      I70del              CRD                 2.9 ± 0.6                                         Strong                              Lost                    Lost                       Reduced                 Strong
  *fz^J22^*                                                                      P278L               ICL1                2.0 ± 0.2                                         Intermediate                        At junctions            Lost                       At junctions            None
  *fz^N21^*                                                                      P278S               ICL1                1.6 ± 0.5                                         Rescued                             ND                      ND                         ND                      ND
  *fz^R54^*                                                                      M469R               ICL3                2.8 ± 0.4                                         Strong                              Reduced                 Lost                       Reduced                 Moderate
  W500R                                                                          ECL3                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  *fz^H51^*                                                                      W500X               ECL3                3.9 ± 0.3                                         Strong                              Lost                    Lost                       ND                      ND
  *In vitro* generated mutations in *Act5C-fz-EGFP* transgene insertions                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  *fz^IE\ \>\ AA^* ^\#4^                                                         I375A               ICL2                2.8 ± 0.4                                         Strong                              ND                      ND                         ND                      ND
  E376A                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  *fz^IE\ \>\ AA^* ^\#5^                                                         I375A               ICL2                2.7 ± 0.5                                         Strong                              ND                      ND                         ND                      ND
  E376A                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  *fz^KL\ \>\ AA^* ^\#2^                                                         K464A               ICL3                2.5 ± 0.5                                         Strong                              ND                      ND                         ND                      ND
  L465A                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  *fz^KL\ \>\ AA^* ^\#3^                                                         K464A               ICL3                2.6 ± 0.7                                         Strong                              ND                      ND                         ND                      ND
  L465A                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  *fz^AAXXXA^* ^\#1^                                                             K556A               C term              2.8 ± 0.4                                         Strong                              Reduced                 Lost                       Reduced                 Strong
  T557A                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  W561A                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  *fz^AAXXXA^* ^\#2^                                                             K556A               C term              3.0 ± 0.02                                        Strong                              ND                      ND                         ND                      ND
  T557A                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  W561A                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  *fz^W561Y^* ^\#1^                                                              W561Y               C term              0.1 ± 0.3                                         Rescued                             ND                      ND                         ND                      ND
  *fz^W561Y^* ^\#7^                                                              W561Y               C term              0.1 ± 0.3                                         Rescued                             ND                      ND                         ND                      ND

Results {#s6}
=======

Generation of novel fz mutations *in vivo* by chemical mutagenesis {#s7}
------------------------------------------------------------------

To further explore Fz receptor function, we generated a large collection of randomly induced mutations that compromise *Drosophila fz* planar polarity activity. As *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* is not essentially required for viability, such mutations can be easily scored in an "F1" screen on the basis of polarity defects on the adult cuticle ([@bib1]; [@bib29]; [@bib44]). However, unlike in previous studies, we did not screen for mutations in the endogenous *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* locus, but instead assayed for loss of activity of a transgene located on the second chromosome expressing a *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* cDNA under the heterologous *Actin5C* (*[Act5C](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0000042.html)*) promoter. Immunoblot analysis shows that a single copy of this transgene expresses Fz at severalfold the level found in wild-type flies ([Figure S1](http://www.genetics.org/cgi/data/genetics.112.144592/DC1/2)); nevertheless, the transgene fully rescues the *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* null Planar polarity phenotype in adult tissues ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) with the exception of a region toward the distal tip of the wing (see *Materials and Methods*) and also rescues lack of *fz fz2* activity in canonical signaling in the wing ([Figure 1G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This transgene-based strategy has the advantage that due to the lack of introns in the transgene, it is easier to identify the induced DNA sequence changes, and the presence of the transgene on the second chromosome greatly simplifies testing for a deficit in canonical signaling activity in subsequent assays.

![Adult planar polarity and canonical signaling phenotypes of existing *fz* alleles. (A--F) Distal regions of adult male first legs of the indicated genotypes. Solid arrowheads indicate complete joints between tarsal segments, and shaded arrowheads indicate partially formed joints. Note complete rescue of ectopic joint phenotype seen in *fz^P21^* by the *Act5C-fz* transgene. (G--L) Whole adult male wings, or enlargements of distal margin (G'--L'), containing loss-of-function clones lacking activity of an allelic series of *fz* alleles in combination with *fz2^C1^*. Distal is to the right and anterior is up. Clones marked by presence of yellow bristles (lighter in color and indicated by solid arrowheads in G'--L'). Most alleles cause notching or distortion of the wing margin with loss of yellow bristles in the mutant tissue; however, rescue by the *Act5C-fz* transgene (G) or the presence of *fz^N21^* (L) leads to rescue of yellow bristles in clone tissue indicating that canonical signaling activity is present.](1295fig1){#fig1}

Initially mutations were induced by exposure of flies to the alkylating agent EMS, which induces largely GC:AT DNA base changes ([@bib6]). However, such changes are predicted only to result in deleterious missense mutations in ∼30% of amino acids in the Fz coding sequence ([Figure S2](http://www.genetics.org/cgi/data/genetics.112.144592/DC1/3)). We therefore switched to the mutagen ENU, which is reported to induce both GC:AT and AT:GC changes ([@bib6]) and potentially raises the number of codons that are predicted to suffer a deleterious change to ∼55% ([Figure S2](http://www.genetics.org/cgi/data/genetics.112.144592/DC1/3)).

A total of ∼100,000 F1 progeny of the appropriate genotype from fathers treated with EMS were screened, as well as ∼110,000 from fathers treated with ENU. A total of 148 single flies showing a putative *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* lesion were identified, as assayed by the appearance of a planar polarity phenotype visible on the notum, legs, or eyes down a dissecting microscope. After recrossing to confirm the presence of a phenotype and transmission through the germline, a total of 55 stable lines were recovered bearing mutations that lead to a loss of *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* Planar polarity activity ([Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}).

The coding sequence of the *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* transgene in these strains was isolated by PCR and sequenced, and in all cases at least one DNA change was found. Nonsense mutations leading to a premature stop codon and truncation of the predicted protein product were found in 25 strains and missense mutations leading to an amino acid change were found in 27 strains. Three strains harbored deletions leading to a change of reading frame and shortly afterward a premature stop codon. ENU did not yield AT:GC changes or missense mutations at a higher rate than EMS ([Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}). Notably, all of the amino acid mutations produced by the missense mutations are predicted to be mutagenic, using the SIFT tool, which *s*orts *i*ntolerant *f*rom *t*olerant substitutions on the basis of conservation of the particular amino acid in related proteins ([@bib40]). This is consistent with the induced mutations being the cause of the mutant phenotype.

Focusing on the missense mutations, and nonsense mutations lying in or beyond the end of TM7, it is notable that as for the previous two screens ([@bib29]; [@bib44]) ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}), most of our mutations map to the intracellular loops and C-terminal tail ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). However, we also obtained four lying in the extracellular CRD (C53F, C53Y, C107Y, and P112L). In common with the previous studies, we found no missense mutations in TM1--3, but also in common with these studies did find mutations in TM4--7. Overall we have approximately doubled the number of missense mutations in *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* identified by chemical mutagenesis (compare [Tables 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}--[3](#t3){ref-type="table"}).

![Topology of Fz and the location of selected mutations. The diagram depicts the amino acid sequence of Fz, showing the positions of amino acids in the extracellular region (top, "Out"), the transmembrane regions (middle), and the intracellular loops and C-terminal tail (bottom, "In"). Colored amino acids indicate missense mutations and nonsense mutations in TM7 and further C-terminal, isolated in our screen. Red indicates amino acid changes that give rise to Fz proteins that do not stably localize to junctions. Turquoise and magenta indicate changes where Fz protein still localizes to junctions at apparently normal levels and that show either phenotypes consistent with similar defects in canonical and planar polarity activity (turquoise) or a strong defect in planar polarity activity but normal canonical activity (magenta).](1295fig2){#fig2}

Assays for phenotypic analysis of *in vivo* and *in vitro*-generated fz mutations {#s8}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To characterize the mutations isolated, we carried out a number of assays, looking both at adult phenotypes and effects on planar polarity establishment in the developing pupal wing. Truncations in the Fz protein prior to TM7 are known to cause complete loss of activity, with rare exceptions that may be caused by translational read-through of stop codons ([@bib29]; [@bib44]). We therefore focused our analysis of alleles from our screen on missense mutations, and nonsense mutations that introduce stop codons only after TM7 ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 3](#t3){ref-type="table"}). We also carried out some assays on existing *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* alleles and a number of transgenes expressing *in vitro* mutagenized forms of *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)*, which we generated.

### Assaying planar polarity activity using an adult phenotype: {#s9}

To quantify the strength of the adult planar polarity phenotype, we initially sought to establish a simple and robust assay. Although planar polarity is most often studied in the wing, in this tissue the main phenotype is a swirling of the trichomes, which is difficult to quantify, and so in past studies the alternative measure of the number of cells showing multiple trichomes ("multiple hair cells") has been used ([@bib1]; [@bib44]). However, the production of multiple trichomes is believed to be a only secondary effect of altering hair polarity ([@bib1]; [@bib69]) and is also very sensitive to genetic modifiers in the background of the stock ([@bib1]; [@bib29]). An alternative tissue where planar polarity defects can be readily quantified is the adult eye, where numbers of ommatidia showing polarity defects can be counted (*e.g.*, [@bib74]), but this requires the production of semithin histological sections. For these reasons, we turned to a third adult tissue, the leg. *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* mutant flies show polarity defects in their legs both in terms of the orientation of bristles, but also in the arrangement of the five tarsal segments at the distal end of the leg, exhibiting extra and mirror-image duplicated joints between segments ([@bib27]). We note that the number of additional joints (above the normal number of four) correlates well with the allele strengths determined in other assays ([Figure 1, B--F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, and [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}; see *Materials and Methods*).

### Assaying canonical signaling activity using an adult phenotype: {#s10}

We also quantified the ability of the mutated transgenes to transduce canonical Wg signaling. In a previous study this was done by measuring the ability of maternally contributed *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* activity to rescue the cuticle phenotype of *fz fz2* double mutant embryos ([@bib44]). In our experiments, as the mutations were induced in a transgene inserted in a different chromosome from the *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* and *[fz2](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0016797.html)* loci, we were able to directly assay for the rescuing ability of zygotic gene activity. As it is a well-characterized, easy to score phenotype ([Figure 1, G--L](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), we measured the ability of Fz Fz2 transduction of Wg signaling to specify bristle fate in the adult wing margin ([@bib16]; [@bib17]).

### Investigating pupal wing phenotypes: {#s11}

To gain insights into the mechanistic basis underlying the defects in canonical and planar polarity signaling observed, we studied effects on protein distribution and trichome polarity in the pupal wing. As points of reference we use existing endogenous alleles ([Figure 3, A--I](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), in particular the strong *fz^P21^* allele that harbors a nonsense mutation producing a early truncation of the protein and the cell-autonomous *fz^J22^* allele that has the P278L substitution in ICL1 that is known to block Dsh recruitment to junctions ([@bib29]; [@bib7]).

![Pupal wing phenotypes of existing *fz* alleles. (A--I) Confocal microscope images of 28 hr (A, B, D, E, G, H, I) or 32 hr (C and F) pupal wings containing loss-of-function clones for the indicated genotypes marked by lack of *lacZ* expression (green labeling), showing distribution of Fz (red or white in A, D, G), Dsh (red or white in B, E, H), Fmi (blue or white in B, E, I), or labeled with phalloidin to reveal F-actin (red in C and F). Distal is to the right; arrows in C and F indicate trichome polarity in nonmutant cells on distal side of clones, showing nonautonomous effect on polarity of *fz^P21^* but not *fz^J22^*.](1295fig3){#fig3}

Marked mosaic patches ("clones") of cells lacking endogenous *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* activity were generated in wings uniformly expressing the mutagenized transgene, and four characteristics were assessed:

1.  The levels and distribution of Fz protein produced by the transgene in otherwise *fz* mutant tissue. This gives a measure of both the amounts of Fz produced that can correctly localize to the adherens junctions regions and the ability of this protein to localize asymmetrically in the plane of the tissue and correctly specify planar polarity ([@bib53]). Previous studies have measured total levels of mutant Fz proteins by Western blotting ([@bib29]; [@bib44]). However, we believe that measuring junctional levels by immunolabeling is a more relevant assay, as this appears to be the functional population, at least for planar polarity activity.

2.  The distribution of Dsh in the junctional region. In the absence of *fz* activity, Dsh is not recruited to junctions, but additionally there are Fz mutant proteins that localize to junctions but fail to recruit Dsh ([@bib7]; [@bib49]; [@bib4]; [@bib72]).

3.  The distribution of Fmi in the junctional region. Reducing *fz* activity is known to result in Fmi remaining localized to the adherens junction region of cells, but losing its characteristic asymmetric distribution to proximal and distal cell boundaries ([@bib60]). Strong loss of *fz* activity also results in reduction of the levels of Fmi at junctions and some redistribution to apical cell membranes ([@bib55]).

4.  The orientation of trichomes around the *fz* clones expressing the mutated transgene: alleles that disrupt nonautonomous function result in trichomes outside the *fz* clone pointing inwards toward the clone ([@bib62]; [@bib3]).

Comparison of the effects of different mutations on fz activity {#s12}
---------------------------------------------------------------

As expected, the missense alleles from our screen had a range of strengths of planar polarity defect, showing from about one to almost four additional tarsal joints ([Table 3](#t3){ref-type="table"} and [Figure S3](http://www.genetics.org/cgi/data/genetics.112.144592/DC1/4)). Comparison with existing strong *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* alleles such as *fz^P21^*, *fz^H51^*, and *fz^R54^* ([@bib1]; [@bib29]), which show around three or more additional joints ([Figure 1, B--D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Tables 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} and [3](#t3){ref-type="table"}), suggests that our strongest missense alleles can be considered to lack planar polarity activity. Three missense changes isolated in our screen also exist in extant endogenous alleles, these being P278L (*fz^J22^*, *fz^I12^* and *17A1*, *30E2*), P278S (*fz^F31^*, *fz^N21^* and *18B3*, *79F3*), and I472K (*[fz^KW^](http://flybase.org/reports/FBal0189955.html)* and *39D1*). These provide points of comparison for the effects of amino acid changes in the context of endogenous alleles or our *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* transgenes. The endogenous alleles generally show slightly higher numbers of additional joints (∼0.5; [Tables 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} and [3](#t3){ref-type="table"}), suggesting a weaker effect of changes in the context of the transgene, most likely due to higher expression levels than from the endogenous locus. Thus our screen will probably tend to underestimate the effects of particular amino acid changes.

### Strong loss-of-function mutations: {#s13}

Nine alleles from our screen, affecting seven residues, behaved as strong loss-of-function mutations, showing defects in canonical signaling and autonomous and nonautonomous planar polarity activities (marked in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure S3](http://www.genetics.org/cgi/data/genetics.112.144592/DC1/4)). Considering the pupal wing phenotypes, all behave qualitatively the same as strong loss-of-function alleles such as *fz^P21^*, showing little or no Fz or Dsh at junctions, reduced symmetric Fmi junctional labeling and significant Fmi localized apically, and repolarization of trichomes outside the clone ([Table 3](#t3){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 3, A--C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, and [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Four such substitutions lay in the CRD (C53F, C53Y, C107Y, P112L) and from the Fz immunolabeling appeared to still produce a protein that could be seen in the cytoplasm but failed to localize to junctions. Three mutations are substitutions in TM4 and TM7 (P390L, G545R) and a truncation at the start of the C-terminal tail (Y553X), which again appear to compromise junctional localization or stability of the Fz protein. In addition, a similar result was seen for one of our mutant lines bearing a more C-terminal truncation of the tail (mutation *47B3* containing a W561X change); however, as two other lines that bear the same mutation (*6E3*, *14B2*) show Fz immunolabeling at junctions, we conclude that *47B3* most likely bears a second-site regulatory mutation that fails to produce Fz protein.

![Pupal wing phenotypes of *fz* clones in presence of indicated mutagenized transgenes. (A--AJ) Confocal microscope images of 28-hr (A, B, D, E, G, H, J, K, M, N, P, Q, S, T, V, W, Y, Z, AB, AC, AE, AF, AH, AI) or 32-hr (C, F, I, L, O, R, U, X, AA, AD, AG, AJ) pupal wings containing loss-of-function clones of *fz^P21^* marked by lack of *lacZ* expression (green labeling), in the presence of the mutagenized transgenes bearing the indicated amino acid change. Immunolabeling reveals distribution of Fz (red or white in A, D, G, J, M, P, S, V, Y, AB, AE, AH), Dsh (blue or white in A, D, G; red or white in K, N, Q, T, W, Z, AC, AF, AI), Fmi (red or white in B, E, H; blue or white in K, N, Q, T, W, Z, AC, AF, AI). Phalloidin labeling reveals distribution of F-actin (red in C, F, I, L, O, R, U, X, AA, AD, AG, AJ). Distal is to the right; arrows indicate trichome polarity in nonmutant cells on distal side of clones, showing nonautonomous effect on polarity of C53F, C53Y, C107Y, and P112L amino acid changes.](1295fig4){#fig4}

![Pupal wing phenotypes of *fz* clones in presence of indicated mutagenized transgenes. (A--AJ) Confocal microscope images of 28 hr (A, B, D, E, G, H, J, K, M, N, P, Q, S, T, V, W, Y, Z, AB, AC, AE, AF, AH, AI) or 32 hr (C, F, I, L, O, R, U, X, AA, AD, AG, AJ) pupal wings containing loss-of-function clones of *fz^P21^* marked by lack of *lacZ* expression (green labeling), in the presence of the mutagenized transgenes bearing the indicated amino acid change. Immunolabeling reveals distribution of Fz (red or white in A, D, G, J, M, P, S, V, Y, AB, AE, AH), Dsh (blue or white in P; red or white in B, E, H, K, N, T, W, Z, AC, AF, AI), Fmi (red or white in Q; blue or white in B, E, H, K, N, T, W, Z, AC, AF, AI). Phalloidin labeling reveals distribution of F-actin (red in C, F, I, L, O, R, U, X, AA, AD, AG, AJ). Distal is to the right; arrows indicate trichome polarity in nonmutant cells on distal side of clones, showing nonautonomous effect on polarity of P390L, G545R, and Y553X. One of three W561 mutations also showed loss of Fz at junctions and resulted in nonautonomous defects, but as the other two W561 mutations produced visible protein it is likely that this allele contains other regulatory mutations.](1295fig5){#fig5}

### Mutations that produce Fz protein but fail to recruit Dsh: {#s14}

The remaining amino acid changes induced in our screen that we analyzed in the pupal wing were 16 unique missense mutations affecting 12 different amino acids, all lying close to or within ICL1--3 or the C-terminal tail of Fz (turquoise and magenta in [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [6A--C)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Interestingly, all of these resemble the cell-autonomously acting *fz^J22^* allele ([Figure 3, D--F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), producing Fz protein that localizes symmetrically at apicolaterally junctions together with Fmi, failing to recruit Dsh to junctions and not causing nonautonomous trichome polarity defects in surrounding tissue ([Table 3](#t3){ref-type="table"}, [Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the same phenotype was seen for two of our mutant lines that bear a W561X mutation that truncates the C-terminal tail within the KTxxxW motif.

![Views of the Fz homology model. (A) Cartoon representation of the model with extracellular loops colored in white, transmembrane helices in dark gray, ICL1 in light orange, ICL2 in light green, ICL3 in light blue, and the C-terminal tail in light purple. Residues where mutation gave a strong effect on planar polarity but not on canonical activity are colored in magenta and the remaining residues in turquoise. (B) Space filling representation, orthogonal to A, of the cytoplasmic face of the model, colored as in A. (C) View as in B but with residues colored olive that cannot be mutated by GC:AT substitutions to give a deleterious change according to the SIFT algorithm ([@bib40]). (D) View as in B and C but with amino acids colored on a scale from red (highly conserved) to white (unconserved). Degree of conservation is based on using the SIFT algorithm to determine how tolerant a position is to a change in identity of the amino acid present in the wild-type Fz coding sequence.](1295fig6){#fig6}

Notably, alleles in this class showed a significant variation in strength of the polarity phenotype, ranging between around one and three additional tarsal segments. This may indicate that there are subtle differences in the ability of the proteins to localize to junctions or recruit Dsh, which are not easily detected by immunolabeling, but which influence the level of activity.

Surprisingly, although this class of alleles shows negligible ability to recruit Dsh to junctions, many fully rescue *fz fz2* activity in wing margin patterning, indicating that they retain canonical signaling ability. In particular, five alleles with strong planar polarity defects (*i.e.*, more than two extra tarsal segments) completely rescue *fz fz2* clones (magenta in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure S3](http://www.genetics.org/cgi/data/genetics.112.144592/DC1/4)).

An important issue that might affect these results is that expression levels from our *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* transgene may not be appropriate for rescuing canonical activity. We note that when assaying for planar polarity activity, our transgene insertions provide better rescue than endogenous alleles, and this may also account for the observed rescue of canonical activity. To investigate further, we tested the canonical signaling strength of existing *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* alleles, by recombining them with a strong *[fz2](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0016797.html)* mutation and generating loss-of-function clones in the wing margin. Under these conditions, *fz^J22^* behaved similarly to alleles isolated in our screen bearing the same P278L mutation, showing only weak notching. Similarly, *fz^N21^*, bearing a P278S change, showed full rescue, as seen for P278S-bearing alleles from our screen. We conclude that the ability of this class of alleles to rescue canonical signaling is not simply an artifact of our assay system.

Mapping the position of missense mutations on a Fz homology model {#s15}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

To seek to understand the different behaviors of the isolated missense mutations in and around the 7TM region, we generated a homology-based model of the structure of *Drosophila* Fz (see *Materials and Methods*) and mapped the positions of the affected residues onto this ([Figure 6, A and B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). All of the mutated residues are situated in the lower half of the molecule, that is, toward the cytoplasmic face of the receptor ([Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Six of these residues (H383, P390, G444, M469, I472, and G545) are positioned in transmembrane helices and their mutation most likely affects signaling indirectly by altering the precise positioning of exposed amino acids in the intracellular loops. The other seven mutated residues are situated within the intracellular loop regions or in the C-terminal tail. A space-filling representation of the cytoplasmic face ([Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) shows that two of the non-TM residues (I451, W561) are not exposed on the cytoplasmic face but appear to face upward toward the membrane ([Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), and so their effect on binding is also likely to be indirect. Another three residues (E279, M469, and S554) line the inside of a deep surface pocket formed at the interface of the three intracellular loops and the C-terminal region ([Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The remaining amino acids (R274, E373, H383, and P278) form a distinct, broader cluster of residues situated close to one side of the deep pocket ([Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, turquoise).

Comparison with *in vitro* generated mutations in fz {#s16}
----------------------------------------------------

As previous reports have suggested a correlation between the ability of Fz receptors to recruit Dsh and function in canonical signaling, we sought to investigate the matter further by making more extreme changes to residues implicated in interacting with Dsh. On the basis of mutations made in vertebrate receptors that blocked canonical signaling, we substituted two alanines into ICL2 or ICL3 or replaced the KTxxxW motif with AAxxxA ([@bib59]; [@bib21]). These mutations resulted in moderate to strong reduction in planar polarity activity ([Table 3](#t3){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 7, A and D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) and no longer retained canonical signaling activity ([Table 3](#t3){ref-type="table"}). However, when we examined the subcellular localization of the mutated proteins, we found that they localized poorly to junctions ([Figure 7, A, E, and F](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that their conformation or stability may be compromised.

![Activity of *in vitro* mutagenized *fz* transgenes in the pupal wing. (A--D) Confocal microscope images of 28 hr (A, B, C) or 32 hr (D) pupal wings containing loss-of-function clones of *fz^P21^* marked by lack of *lacZ* expression (green labeling), in the presence of an *Act5C-fz^AAXXXA^-EGFP* transgene, immunolabeled for distribution of Fz (red or white in A), Dsh (red or white in B), Fmi (red or white in C), or with phalloidin labeling to show distribution of F-actin (red or white in D). Note nonautonomous trichome phenotype in tissue on distal side of clone (arrow in D). (E--G) Mosaic patches of expression (green or white labeling) of indicated mutant Fz protein from an *Act5C-fz-EGFP* transgene in a wild-type background, colabeled for Fmi (red in E and F) or Armadillo (red in G). Note clear asymmetric localization of Fz^W561Y^ to junctions, compared to poorer localization of Fz^IE\ \>\ AA^ and Fz^KL\ \>\ AA^.](1295fig7){#fig7}

In comparison, a single point mutation in an equivalent transgenic construct (W561Y) produced a protein that localizes asymmetrically to junctions and can fully rescue canonical signaling and also shows only negligible planar polarity defects ([Table 3](#t3){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 7G](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This supports the previous finding in vertebrates that changing this tryptophan residue in the KTxxxW motif to a tyrosine residue does not disrupt canonical signaling of Fz receptors ([@bib21]).

Comparison with *in vitro*-generated mutations in fz2 {#s17}
-----------------------------------------------------

As Fz is not the primary receptor acting in canonical Wg signaling in flies, we also analyzed the effect of amino acid substitutions in Fz2 on Wg signal transduction. In the context of a vertebrate receptor, mutations in all three intracellular loops and the KTxxxW motif in the C-terminal tail have been shown to be important ([@bib59]; [@bib21]). We generated a series of changes in the intracellular loops and KTxxxW motif of Fz2, and as a control also mutated the fourth conserved cysteine of the CRD (C118Y, equivalent to C107Y in Fz). These proteins were expressed in flies under a heterologous promoter. To increase the sensitivity of the assay, the relatively weak *[armadillo](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0000117.html)* promoter was used, which provides a level of activity such that a wild-type Fz2 coding sequence barely rescues the wing notch phenotype of *fz fz2* clones (see *Materials and Methods*). To control for effects of insertion site, at least two transgene insertions were assayed for each mutation.

As expected, our results show a requirement for C118 in canonical signaling ([Table 4](#t4){ref-type="table"}) and also confirm roles for residues in ICL1--3, including the equivalent of the P278L mutation in Fz (P349L). We also found a critical role for the initial lysine of the KTxxxW motif (K608A), but only a partial role for the threonine (T609A) and tryptophan residues (W613A), in disagreement with the previous report that the tryptophan was essential for canonical signaling ([@bib59]).

###### Summary of properties of *fz2* mutations examined in this study

  Allele                   Amino acid change   Region of protein   Equivalent change in Fz   Canonical phenotype (wing margin)
  ------------------------ ------------------- ------------------- ------------------------- -----------------------------------
  *fz2^C118Y\ \#6^*        C118Y               CRD                 C107Y                     Strong
  *fz2^C118Y\ \#8^*        C118Y               CRD                 C107Y                     Strong
  *fz2^R345A\ \#1^*        R345A               ICL1                R274A                     Moderate
  *fz2^R345A\ \#2^*        R345A               ICL1                R274A                     Strong
  *fz2^P349L\ \#3^*        P349L               ICL1                P278L                     Strong
  *fz2^P349L\ \#7^*        P349L               ICL1                P278L                     Strong
  *fz2^IT\ \>\ AA\ \#1^*   I433A, T434A        ICL2                I375A, E376A              Strong
  *fz2^IT\ \>\ AA\ \#3^*   I433A, T434A        ICL2                I375A, E376A              Strong
  *fz2^L528A\ \#2^*        L528A               ICL3                L465A                     Strong
  *fz2^L528A\ \#3^*        L528A               ICL3                L465A                     Strong
  *fz2^K608A\ \#5^*        K608A               C-term              K556A                     Strong
  *fz2^K608A\ \#8^*        K608A               C-term              K556A                     Strong
  *fz2^T609A\ \#5^*        T609A               C-term              T557A                     Moderate
  *fz2^T609A\ \#7^*        T609A               C-term              T557A                     Moderate
  *fz2^W613A\ \#2^*        W613A               C-term              W561A                     Moderate
  *fz2^W613A\ \#8^*        W613A               C-term              W561A                     Moderate

As the assay method and set of mutations analyzed was not the same for Fz and Fz2, the results cannot be directly compared. Nevertheless, the equivalent C107Y/C118Y, P278L/P349L. and IE \> AA/IT \> AA ICL2 changes were tested in both contexts and in each case cause a moderate to strong loss of canonical signaling activity. Overall these results suggest that there are similar sequence requirements in the Fz and Fz2 receptors for canonical signaling.

Discussion {#s18}
==========

Previous data have led to two contrasting models for how Fz interacts with Dsh, and how this affects canonical and planar polarity activities. On one hand it was suggested that as mutant forms of Dsh that are not recruited to membranes by Fz receptors can still mediate canonical signaling, Dsh recruitment was absolutely required only for planar polarity activity ([@bib8]; [@bib14]; [@bib45]; [@bib51]). These observations suggest that Fz receptors exhibit different mechanisms of action when activating different downstream signaling pathways via Dsh, which fits with the differential requirement for Wnt ligands and coreceptors in canonical and noncanonical signaling. Conversely, others have suggested that there is a requirement for Dsh binding to Fz for canonical signaling ([@bib59]; [@bib68]; [@bib21]; [@bib72]), and together with other data this has led to the suggestion of a common mode of Fz receptor activation ([@bib44]).

It should be noted that it may be important to make the distinction between the ability of Fz receptors to recruit Dsh to membranes, possibly in stoichiometric quantities, as observed in planar polarity complex formation, and the possibility of more transient Fz-Dsh interactions that might conceivably underlie canonical signaling. Indeed, much of the evidence for recruitment of Dsh to membranes during canonical signaling comes from overexpression experiments. For instance, in *Drosophila* this model was proposed on the basis of experiments in which GFP-tagged Dsh was recruited by mutant Fz receptors overexpressed in a stripe of cells in the wing ([@bib72]). Such methodologies may mask quantitative or qualitative differences in Fz--Dsh interactions.

By analyzing a much larger collection of missense alleles than was previously available, we present evidence that supports the first model of different modes of receptor activation. Specifically, we have identified amino acid changes in the intracellular loops and the proximal C-terminal tail that strongly affect planar polarity activity but are functional for canonical activity in a wing margin assay. Nevertheless, we did also find missense alleles that affected both canonical and planar polarity activity.

[@bib44] based their hypothesis of a common mechanism of Fz receptor action on the observation that a range of *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* alleles showed quantitatively similar defects in canonical and planar polarity signaling. Many of the alleles analyzed either were truncations early in the coding sequence or showed reduced protein levels, and so a deficit in both pathways is not surprising. However, six were missense alleles showing normal protein levels. One of these is *fz^J22^*, which both in our hands and the previous study showed a moderate defect in both planar polarity and canonical signaling. Notably, the remaining five (*[fz^HE11^](http://flybase.org/reports/FBal0049591.html)*, *fz^F31^*, *fz^R53^*, *[fz^TT^](http://flybase.org/reports/FBal0189737.html)*, *[fz^ED^](http://flybase.org/reports/FBal0190269.html)*) showed only weak defects in planar polarity and also only weak defects in canonical signaling as assayed by the maternal contribution assay used. Using our wing margin assay for canonical signaling, we find that *fz^N21^*, which harbors the same change as *fz^F31^* (P278S), gives no defect in canonical signaling. Similarly, we obtained alleles with H383Y and H383L changes, comparable to the *[fz^TT^](http://flybase.org/reports/FBal0189737.html)* allele with a H383Y change, and these again showed no defect in canonical signaling. From this we conclude that the maternal effect assay used by [@bib44] to assay canonical signaling is more sensitive to weak deficits in activity, possibly due to the more stringent requirement for maternally provided gene function to rescue a zygotic phenotype.

Taking our data and that of Povelones *et al.* together, there is clear evidence for amino acid changes that affect both canonical and noncanonical signaling to similar degrees, but we have also found examples of changes that have strong effects on planar polarity without a similar strong effect on canonical signaling (E279K, I451F, W561R, W561X). This class of amino acid changes that shows large differences between planar polarity and canonical activity is seen only relatively rarely following chemical mutagenesis, most likely explaining why it was not previously detected.

Our favored model is that there are different modes of interaction of Fz with Dsh that confer different signaling specificities. Notably, the ability to recruit Dsh to junctions, as seen during planar polarity specification, appears to require some specific residues in the Fz intracellular loops and C-terminal tail that have no major requirement in canonical signaling (magenta in [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). We believe that two of these residues (I451 and W561) may be required for conformational changes in Fz that promote planar polarity activity, as in our model of the Fz structure they do not lie on a cytosolic-facing interaction surface ([Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). A further residue that when mutated gave a strong effect on planar polarity but not on canonical activity (E279) protrudes into the deep central pocket in our model ([Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) and thus might be part of a specific binding surface that interacts directly with Dsh only when the Fz receptor adopts a certain conformation. Alternatively, these residues could be involved in recruiting other factors that promote planar polarity activity. For instance, stable recruitment of Dsh into planar polarity complexes correlates with its phosphorylation ([@bib7]; [@bib49]) and thus these residues could be involved in recruiting or activating a kinase.

If we consider the positions within our model of the Fz structure of missense alleles that do not show large differences of activity between planar polarity and canonical activity (turquoise in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), then again some lie in transmembrane regions or deep pockets and are unlikely to directly affect Dsh binding ([Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). However, others lie close together on the cytosolic face of Fz ([Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). This region could plausibly form part of an interaction surface for Dsh that is required for both canonical and planar polarity activity. It is important to note that the interaction surfaces on the cytosolic face of Fz are likely to be much more extensive than revealed by the small number of missense alleles that we obtained. Many residues on the predicted cytosolic surface cannot be mutated to give deleterious changes by the GC:AT substitutions most commonly induced by EMS or ENU mutagenesis (olive in [Figure 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, many residues in the region are highly conserved in homologous proteins, suggesting functional conservation (deep pink and red in [Figure 6D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

It is notable that we failed to obtain any missense alleles that caused a defect in planar polarity but gave rise to Fz proteins still able to recruit Dsh to junctions. This is consistent with the primary role of the intracellular regions of Fz in planar polarity signaling being to recruit Dsh, although we also note that in some cases a failure to recruit Dsh leads to a relatively mild planar polarity phenotype, leaving open the possibility that loss of Dsh recruitment is not in itself the cause of the signaling defect. Our data also provide strong evidence for the hypothesis that Fz receptors that cannot stably recruit Dsh, but still localize to cell junctions, can participate in only non-cell-autonomous planar polarity signaling ([@bib4]). We identified 13 more alleles that show this property. This further cements the view that the primary role of Dsh is in intracellular amplification and interpretation of polarity cues ([@bib33]; [@bib54]), most likely by promoting clustering of planar polarity protein complexes in cell membranes ([@bib57]).

Several other points emerge from our analysis of novel *[fz](http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0001085.html)* alleles. First, we isolated four different changes in the CRD, all of which affected both canonical and planar polarity activity, and three altering cysteine residues suggested to be involved in disulphide bond formation based on the crystal structure of vertebrate CRDs ([@bib22]). However, these all also prevented Fz localization to junctions, suggesting that a properly folded CRD is required for normal trafficking to the cell surface, similar to what was previously observed for a mutation in the CRD of Fz2 ([@bib17]). In theory we might have expected to isolate point mutations in the CRD that block the reported intercellular interaction with Stbm in neighboring cells ([@bib55]; [@bib70]), but in practice it may not be possible to separate this activity from the requirement for the CRD in membrane targeting. Second, we failed to isolate any mutations in the extracellular loops, and although this may reflect our screen being slightly less sensitive to planar polarity defects than that previously performed by [@bib44], it nevertheless suggests that these regions are less sensitive to changes in amino acid identity. Finally, we found no evidence for an essential requirement of the Fz C-terminal tail downstream of the KTxxxW motif: this is consistent with the general lack of sequence conservation for this region among Fz family receptors.
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